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About This Game

Mr. Pumpkin's Adventure is a point-and-click puzzle game. The main character of this game is Mr. Pumpkin who lost his
memories. During the adventure, you will help him solve all the puzzles, which will eventually unveil an evil plot.
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VR style R-Type, your whole room is the level. Buy it!. Very cute game, and fun to play. I love all the characters and the art.

Pros:
+Fun to play
+Replayable
+Challanges and puzzles are hard enough to be fun, but not so hard that they'll make you rage
+Interesting backstory

Cons:
-I did have to get some help with some of the puzzles via walkthroughs ( I then proceded to feel stupid after I figured out how to
do the puzzles and wondered why I couldn't get it)
-If you haven't played and RPG maker type of game before (like me) you have to get used to the controls.

TL;DR a fun, simple, cute, yet challenging little game to play.. Arguably the best VSRG on Steam right now if you don't mind
Chinese Vocaloid songs.

Lacks native controller support but in the meantime you can use Big Picture mode or JoyToKey as a workaround.. The idea of
remaking classic arcade games is somewhat of a niche these days. Dark Matter grabs this niche and propels us back to 1979
when Asteroids was released in arcades. The game is simple: each level takes place on one screen and our objective is to destroy
everything that moves. Most of these are meteorites but later on enemy ships will appear, too.

We can use thrusters to move when the going gets rough; leaving the screen on one side makes our ship reappear on the opposite
one. As we destroy objects our weapon receives upgrades; we can also collect multiplier pickups to increase our score. Reaching
a new score milestone gives us extra lives and bombs; the latter can be used to eliminate everything in a large radius once and
for all.

The game has simplistic graphics (a low resolution is applied) we cannot change as well as built-in achievements (i.e. these are
not logged separately on our Steam profile). A campaign mode offers dozens of missions that increase the difficulty level
gradually but I find this and the related "story" in the form of a text unnecessary - this game is all about surviving as long as
possible and its challenge mode gives us the opportunity. The accompanying music throughout, too, serves its purpose.

This game is a throw-back to the golden era of arcade games. I would love to play another version of this with revamped, HD
graphics and some more achievements; in the meantime, this version will do.. I had the chance to play this title during demo
phase. Had a lot a fun as a runner that is . i think that was the down fall for me in game is playing as a hunter just was not the
same action and fun as a runner { again for me } i know a decent amount of people felt the same way we all got a chance to try
the game. now most people will choose as runner and getting into a match started to get hasty and on top 30$ is alot for this title
its fun and i think dropping price and doing another free week play may bring it back to life but have to do something to force
people to be the huntere give something more for this option or make hunter AI option just thoughts i did have a lot of fun with
the game wish i still had it id support it and play
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Crashes every 30 mins i hope nvidia and rebelion do something.. I was on the fence about this game at first but decided what the
heck go for it...and am I glad I did!! I know some have had issues, but for me I have only had one game crash, and it run
flawless on my system. I got the expansion pack so i get to look forward to more future content..sweet!!!. I gave this a big
thumbs up for two reasons - what it is and what it could develop into.

What it is, is the first cowboy shooter I've played where the pistol is actually holstered, and you have to physically draw your
weapon before aiming, shooting, relaoding, and putting it back in your holster. It's too cool and I dare anyone to do it
without their mouth turning down into a scowling cowboy expression with your back arched and your arms bend out to the
side.

What it could be, is almost too much to hope for. Imagine this type of game developing into a full blown western experience,
almost like Westworld even. You could walk into the bar, sit down and play cards, go rob a train and become the town
sherriff. This is the type of full price AAA game I want to see!

In the meantime, this is a great start.

Minor feedback for developer - this is the first game Ive played where I felt the weapon was not in the sweetspot for feeling
like it was really in your hand. The hand models are placed ontop of the wrist, rather than in line with my wrist. Its' minor
but noticeable.

Great little game though.

Vive + GTX1080. Fun. Unless your the Omegaladon.. Great, funny game after 8 hrs in, did not crash 1 time, had a few
laughs, woth its price.. This visual novel bills itself as an "enchanting journey with [a] lovely female MC," but most people
who play it will probably disagree. The focus of the story is the protagonist Mr. Heh's life with a young girl, Quin, that he
runs into (literally) one night.  As he tries to help her up, she threatens to frame him as a molester and he is forced to act like
her servant and let her freeload at his house. The story later provides justification for her actions, but most people will
probably (and understandably) be annoyed by her anyways.
He also reunites with an old classmate, Luo. However, the game ends before we see too much of their relationship (there will
apparently be a sequel in which she figures more prominently, though no details are available about this in English yet).

It takes about 1.5-3 hours to complete a playthrough and there are no choices\/routes. The art is decent and there are plenty
of CGs for such a short game. The voice acting is kind of meh, though.
On to the most important part, English translation quality. SakuraGame is known for its poor translations (among other
things that you can look up). The Moment We Met actually has a pretty good translation. You should be able to fully
understand the story without knowing any Chinese, which could not have been said about some SakuraGame's earlier
releases. There are many minor errors, however, and line breaks often occur in the middle of a word.

Overall, I don't think this game will appeal to all or even most people. However, if you want to give it a try then the low price
point means you don't have much to lose.

Note: On release, the English release of the game was unplayable due to some pretty serious bugs. These were fixed within the
first few days of release. My original review is below:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If you are familiar with SakuraGame in any way, then you know that their "English" translations are nowhere near the
quality most people are willing to accept for a visual novel. Anyone who buys one of their releases should know what they are
getting into so I won't be commenting on the translation quality any further.

The problem with this release is that it fails to live up to even the relatively low standards SakuraGame has set for themselves
in terms of English releases. It is not even possible to launch the game normally with an English language operating system,
as you will get an error about the game's text encoding. Once you switch operating system language or use a locale emulator
to start the game, you will run into repeated errors within the first few minutes of gameplay. The only way to get past these
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errors is to switch the game's language to Chinese. Essentially, the English release isn't even a release as the game cannot be
played in English!

TL;DR: Learn Chinese or wait for a bug fix before buying this.. A very fun game.
Characteristic Art Zeiva, Very beautiful and pleasant.
very funny story, it conquered you, and even if the game does not have a serious mystery, you begin to create various, just for
curiosity.

I had already played the demo and was waiting out in the steam so that I could get. I have not made any final so maybe when
I do I will add something.
I also bought this game to support Zeiva, since their game has a great story and I would like it to continue doing good games
as well.

Potugu\u00eas
Um jogo muito divertido.
Arte Caracteristica da Zeiva, Muito bonita e agradavel.
Hist\u00f3ria muito engra\u00e7ada, ela conquistava voc\u00ea e mesmo que o jogo n\u00e3o tenha um misterio serio,
voc\u00ea come\u00e7a a criar varios, apenas por sua curiosidade.

Eu ja havia jogado a Demo e estava esperando sair no steam para que eu pudesse adquirir. Eu ainda n\u00e3o fiz nenhum
final, ent\u00e3o talvez quando eu fizer eu venha acrescentar algo.
Tamb\u00e9m comprei este jogo para apoiar a Zeiva, ja que seus jogos tem uma otima hist\u00f3ria e eu gostaria que ela
continuasse fazendo bons jogos assim.
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